Grant Activity for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2016

16 proposals for new projects were submitted in FY 2015-2016

- U.S. DoEd: HSI STEM and Articulation Program; Dom Dal Bello, Margaret Lau (pending $4,891,391)
- CCCCCO: Entrepreneurship Mini Grant - Graphic Arts; Mandy Schuldt (funded $7,500)
- CCCCCO: Information & Communication Technologies/Digital Media (ICT/DM) Deputy Sector Navigator - Film/Video; Chris Hite (funded $7,000)
- CCCCCO: ICT/DM Deputy Sector Navigator - Nursing; Holly Stromberg (funded $2,500)
- CCCCCO: Health Deputy Sector Navigator, Holly Stromberg (funded $2,500)
- CCCCCO: Cooperating Agencies Foster Youth Educational Support Program (CAFYES); Will Bruce (funded $1,199,991)
- CCCCCO: Data Unlocked; Paul Murphy (pending $50,000)
- CCCCCO: Basic Skills & Student Outcomes Transformation; Susan Farley, Julia Raybould-Rodgers (not funded)
- Orfalea Foundation: Children’s Center; Yvon Frazier (funded $785,000)
- New Matter Company: Educate and Inspire grant; Nancy Jo Ward (awarded three 3D Printers)
- Santa Barbara Foundation: Agriculture Program Planning Support; Richard Mahon (funded $25,000)
- Templeton USD: CA Career Pathways Trust - welding competition; Margaret Lau (funded $5,000)
- Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative: Partnership Resource Team Visits; Paul Murphy (funded $150,000)
- UCSB: National Science Foundation Scholarships in STEM (sub-recipient); Dom Dal Bello (pending $500,000)
- National Science Foundation: Advanced Technology Education – ReadyTech; Robert Mabry (not funded)
- National Endowment for the Humanities - Central Coast Legacy Project; Nancy Meddings, Roger Hall (not funded)

15 annually renewed applications/augmentations were processed valued at $3,597,104

- CA Student Aid Commission: Cal SOAP; Diana Perez ($387,983)
- CCCCCO: Foster & Kinship Care Education; Joe Pollon ($86,829)
- CCCCCO: Nursing Enrollment Growth; Daphne Boatright ($61,187)
- CCCCCO: MESA; Christine Reed ($50,500)
- CCCCCO: Deputy Sector Navigator: Agriculture, Water and Environmental Technology; Margaret Lau ($300,000)
- CCCCCO: Adult Education Block Grant; Elaine Healy ($1,572,186)
- CCCCCO: Perkins CTE Transitions; Holly Nolan Chavez ($43,269)
- CCCCCO: Perkins CTEA 1C; Holly Nolan Chavez ($518,945)
- CA Dept. of Education: State Preschool Program; Yvon Frazier ($203,658)
- CA Dept. of Education: Childcare and Development Program; Yvon Frazier ($263,385)
- U.S. Department of Justice: Bulletproof Vest Partnership; John Staugaard ($1,276)
- Arthur N. Rupe Foundation: Certified Nursing Assistant; Mary Pat Nelson ($55,000)
- Driscoll Philanthropy: Community Education – ESL; Elaine Healy ($8,500)
- Santa Barbara Foundation Dougan Fund: Community Education – ESL; Elaine Healy ($28,484)
- Kern CCD: CA Clean Energy Fund Prop 39 - Industrial Technology; Margaret Lau ($15,902)

10 new projects received awards totaling $2,179,991

- Orfalea Foundation: Children’s Center; Yvon Frazier ($785,000)
- CCCCCO: Entrepreneurship Mini Grant - Graphic Arts; Mandy Schuldt ($7,500)
- CCCCCO: ICT/DM Deputy Sector Navigator - Film/Video; Chris Hite ($2,500)
- CCCCCO: ICT/DM Deputy Sector Navigator - Nursing; Holly Stromberg ($2,500)
- CCCCCO: Health Deputy Sector Navigator - Nursing; Holly Stromberg ($2,500)
- CCCCCO: CAFYES; Will Bruce ($1,199,991)
- New Matter Company: Educate and Inspire; Nancy Jo Ward (3D Printers)
- Santa Barbara Foundation - Agriculture Program Planning Support; Richard Mahon ($25,000)
- Templeton USD: CA Career Pathways Trust; Margaret Lau ($5,000)
- IEPI: Partnership Resource Team Visits; Paul Murphy ($150,000)
Grant Activity for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2016

36 active projects, valued at $16,373,521

- **6 federal awards ($9,590,594)**
  - National Institutes of Health: Bridges to the Baccalaureate; **Warren Gabaree ($919,364)**
  - U.S. Department of Education: Title V HSI Education Program; **Nancy Meddings ($2,331,298)**
  - U.S. Department of Education: TRIO/Student Support Services; **Petra Gomez ($1,100,000)**
  - U.S. Department of Education: HSI STEM and Articulation; **Siboney Guardado ($4,241,147)**
  - U.S. Department of Education: Child Care Access Means Parents in School; **Yvon Frazier ($398,856)**
  - National Science Foundation: Scholarships in STEM; **Dom Dal Bello ($599,929)**

- **21 state awards ($4,899,985)**
  - CCCCO: MESA; **Christine Reed ($50,500)**
  - CCCCO: Foster & Kinship Care Education; **Joe Pollon ($86,829)**
  - CCCCO: Nursing Enrollment Growth; **Daphne Boatright ($61,187)**
  - CCCCO: Deputy Sector Navigator: AWET; **Margaret Lau ($300,000)**
  - CCCCO: ICT/DM Deputy Sector Navigator – Nursing; **Holly Stromberg ($2,500)**
  - CCCCO: Health Deputy Sector Navigator – Nursing; **Holly Stromberg ($2,500)**
  - CCCCO: ICT/DM Deputy Sector Navigator - Film/Video; **Chris Hite ($7,000)**
  - CCCCO: CTE Enhancement Fund 60% - Marian Medical Center joint use Sim Lab; **Holly Stromberg ($297,197)**
  - CCCCO: CTE Enhancement Fund 40% - Welding; **Margaret Lau ($141,000)**
  - CCCCO: CTE Enhancement Fund 40% - Agriculture, Water and Environmental Technology; **Margaret Lau ($34,000)**
  - CCCCO: Entrepreneurship Mini Grant - Graphic Arts; **Mandy Schuldt ($7,500)**
  - CCCCO: Adult Education Block Grant; **Elaine Healy ($1,572,186)**
  - CCCCO: CAFYES; **Will Bruce ($1,199,991)**
  - CA Student Aid Commission: Cal SOAP; **Diana Perez ($387,983)**
    - CTE Outreach; **Diana Perez ($66,667)**
    - Middle Class Scholarship; **Diana Perez ($45,000)**
  - CA Department of Education: Childcare & Development Program; **Yvon Frazier ($263,385)**
  - CA Department of Education: State Preschool Program; **Yvon Frazier ($203,658)**
  - Templeton USD: CA Career Pathways Trust welding competition; **Margaret Lau ($5,000)**
  - Kern CCD: Prop 39CA Clean Energy Fund; **Margaret Lau ($15,902)**
  - IEPI: Partnership Resource Team Visits; **Paul Murphy ($150,000)**

- **2 federal pass-through to the state awards ($562,214)**
  - U.S. DoEd to CCCCO: Perkins CTE Transitions; **Holly Nolan Chavez ($43,269)**
  - U.S. DoEd to CCCCO: Perkins CTEA 1C; **Holly Nolan Chavez ($518,945)**

- **7 private foundation awards ($1,320,728)**
  - Arthur N. Rupe Foundation: CNA Program; **Mary Pat Nelson ($55,000)**
  - College Access Foundation: Scholarships; **Diana Perez ($320,000)**
  - Orfalea Foundation: Children’s Center; **Yvon Frazier ($785,000)**
  - Santa Barbara Foundation Dougan Fund: Community Education - ESL; **Elaine Healy ($27,228)**
  - Santa Barbara Foundation: Agriculture Program Planning Support; **Richard Mahon ($25,000)**
  - Driscoll Philanthropy: Community Education – ESL; **Elaine Healy ($8,500)**
  - Marcled Foundation: Career Integration Initiative; **Emily Smith ($100,000)**